Statistics of Domestic tourism
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Concept of the domestic tourism used in Republic Kazakhstan:

- Domestic tourism – Travel of inhabitants of any country on the own country
### Statistical units of inspection:

- The enterprises:
  - Rendering tourist services, with a kind of activity on NACE a code 63.3 (on new edition NACE a code 79);
  - Rendering services on accommodation with a kind of activity on NACE a code 55.1-55.2 (on new edition NACE a code 55);
- Individual businessmen:
  - Rendering tourist services, with a kind of activity on NACE a code 63.3 (on new edition NACE a code 79);
  - Rendering services on accommodation with a kind of activity on NACE a code 55.1-55.2 (on new edition NACE a code 55);
- House economy.

### Methods of inspection:

- Continuous inspection of the enterprises and individual businessmen.
  On results of 2008 2376 statistical units participated in inspection: on tourist services - 1163 enterprises and 64 individual businessmen; on services of accommodation - 528 enterprises and 621 individual businessman;
- Selective inspection - 21000 house economy;
- Geographical scope - on republic, on areas.
- Periodicity of inspections - on a quarterly and annual basis.
Methods of inspection:

Toolkit of inspection:
Quarter and annual periodicity:
1-tourism, H-010 - for tourist firms;
2-tourism, H-030 - for objects of accommodation;
Annual periodicity:
H-050 - inspection of house economy

The basic indices of statistics of domestic tourism:

- Volume of the rendered services and number of the served tourists
  tourist firms and objects of accommodation
New directions of statistical activity:

• Carrying out of inspection of the self-organized tourism;
• Revision of statistical toolkit and methodological approaches in inspection of sphere of tourism according to new edition of qualifiers NACE, SPA, methodical recommendations of the United Nations and WTO 2008